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Christians within the faith have widely disputed the classical doctrine of the
Perseverance of the Saints. Generally, we have recognized this doctrine to be closely (if not
exclusively) associated with John Calvin's categorization of interrelated actions of God and of
men. No doubt the most popular codification of such beliefs that has been encapsulated in the
term TULIP (Total Depravity, Unconditional election, Limited atonement, Irresistible grace, and
Perseverance of the Saints) represents a wide target audience within the Reformed tradition.1
The Perseverance of the Saints doctrine itself has undergone a considerable amount of
terminological refining (since Calvin) throughout the years from Molina to Bañez in the context
of God’s sustaining grace. When assessing the question of whether or not the Perseverance of
the Saints is true, as classically understood to be the intrinsically sustaining grace of God such
that one cannot lose her salvation under any circumstances, we generally surmise that eternal
security just is an uncompromising feature of the believer. The Westminster Confession of Faith
states:
They, whom God has accepted in His Beloved, effectually called, and sanctified by His
Spirit, can neither totally nor finally fall away from the state of grace, but shall certainly
persevere therein to the end, and be eternally saved.2
There are those who maintain that salvation is sustained through the medium of apostolic
warnings given in the New Testament.3 Such supporters see God's operative network of causal
relations causing the perseverance of each believer who would not choose to defy their
soteriological gift.4 But this implies that such supporters see God's operative network of causal
relations as extrinsically causing the perseverance of each believer who would not choose to
defy their soteriological gift. But this implies the possibility that (at least for some believers):
1. If the apostolic warnings had not been given, the believer would have fallen away.
Some Calvinistic theologians will typically denounce this as a counterfactual of creaturely
freedom since whatever would have been just is what God would have determined it to be. But
there are Calvinist theologians who do take the New Testament warnings very seriously and are
not dismissive of their inclusion as the traditional rank‐and‐file Calvinist might be. For example,
the Calvinist systematic theologian Louis Berkhov writes:
There are warnings against apostasy which would seem to be quite uncalled for, if the
believer could not fall away . . . . But these warnings regard the whole matter from the
side of man and are seriously meant. They prompt self‐examination, and are
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instrumental in keeping believers in the way of perseverance. They do not prove that
any of the addressed will apostasize, but simply that the use of means is necessary to
prevent them from committing this sin.5
In a similar vein, the Calvinist theologian and darling of the modern neo‐Calvinist movement
among the youth, John Piper, explains in a sermon:
It is written that the saints will persevere to the end and be saved. Those who have
become sharers in Christ by the new birth will hold their first confidence to the end and
be saved. But one of the evidences that you are among that number is that when God
reveals in his holy Word the means by which you will persevere, you take him very
seriously, you thank him, and you pursue those means. This text makes it very clear that
the means by which God intends to guard us for salvation … is Christian community.
Eternal security is a community project. Not just prayer, not just worship, not just the
sacraments, not just Bible reading, but daily exhortation from other believers is God's
appointed means to enable you to hold your first confidence firm to the end.6
In summarizing the austereness of the warning passages, to the chagrin of the unsophisticated
holders of the doctrine of Perseverance, the Covenant Reformer theologian Michael Horton
bluntly states:
Calls to perseverance are replete in Scripture and must be taken seriously. In our
estimation, many of those who defend ‘eternal security’ do not take these passages
seriously enough. … [T]he warnings that are cited by Arminians are real.7
Non‐Calvinistic theologians and philosophers believe that a positive answer to this claim entails
that one is freely capable of losing his salvation while a negative answer to it must regard
human freedom as either illusory or compatibilistic. The affirmation of one's inability to choose
losing salvation over maintaining it is said to entail theological determinism or fatalism.8 But
this assumes a property of "falling away" that some have objected is not inherent in the phrase
itself:
2. Falling away is such that one no longer retains salvation.
Many will find this to be an unwarranted conjecture where "falling away" might not imply a
final state of salvation loss. It seems that one can deviate from his original faith as to disable
certain desserts initially due him, but the idea that salvation loss is the envisaged feature of
falling away is not necessarily the right interpretation. In the original version of this paper, I
took this traditional Calvinistic stance. As an exercise in modal logic, I argued (given this
assumption along with the assumption that there is a best possible world) that such a world
would not have any believers who were able to lose their salvation. But since I find those
assumptions untenable9 and that the endgame of believers not losing their salvation is the
same in both the intrinsic and extrinsic models, I no longer think that the Calvinistic approach is
to be the preferred view.
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But given that the Perseverance advocate can suppose that his perseverance is
extrinsically sustained, then God simply actualizes those external and internal causes such that
one simply would not lost his salvation (all of this via His middle knowledge, viz., the doctrine of
Molinism).10 Given that many Calvinists understand those warning passages to be the means of
that security, it seems to me that those Calvinists actually mean to affirm Molinism! Of course
this implies that in some possible world a believer can lose his salvation. Even though a
seeming contradiction appears between the Molinist (who can prefer this model and yet
adhere to eternal security) and the Calvinist, it remains possible that in the possible world that
God actualizes there is no believer who chooses to forego his salvation. So the difference
appears to simply be in the capability of losing salvation where believers will simply lack the
willingness to lose that salvation given God’s extrinsically sufficient activity. In either the
intrinsic or extrinsic Perseverance model, one can establish continuity with eternal security:
Either
3. This world is such that one would never will to lose his salvation.
or
4. This world is such that one could never will to lose his salvation.

So 3 and 4 both entail:
C: (x) [Hx & (Sx & ~Lx)]
In this case all human beings (Hx) who are properly saved (S) do not lose their salvation (L).
Notice that this conclusion is not necessarily saying
¬[(x) (Hx & Lx)]
since this would only be consistent with 4. But, both 3 and 4 are consistent with C’s quantified
sentence simpliciter of which either disjunct is consistent with the doctrine of the Perseverance
of the Saints. So the question that naturally arises now is: Can one forego eternal security?
It appears that the Bible supports the view that once an individual is saved, his salvation
is insured forever. The curious phrase uttered by Jesus that once saved "they shall never
perish" (John 10:28) invokes either the willful impossibility of someone losing his salvation (4)
or the intrinsic inability to lose his salvation (3). However, it could be noted that John 10:28
merely reflect the fidelity of Christ and His promise of eternal life against the backdrop of
various pseudo‐messiahs who were there one day and gone the next. But, for the sake of
argument, we’ll suppose that eternal security of some type is intended. In addition to such
declarations, it seems to be true that God would not actualize any world where gratuitous
events exist, viz., that God is sovereign. This seems to be the case given that "we know that all
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things work together for good to them that love God, to them who are the called according to
his purpose" (Rom. 8:28). Ultimately, God operates as to promote an optimal balance between
the numbers of believers to unbelievers. Thus, the Calvinist might argue that it is subsequently
true that it is better for God to create a believer in the knowledge that an unbeliever would
result than to withhold from creating a believer whose nonexistence would prevent an
unbeliever from being created. God would not prefer, so the argument might go, that believers
remain uncreated so that contingent unbelievers would not suffer God's wrath. The believer's
eternal bliss in the afterlife far outweighs the transworld damnation11 the added unbeliever
(~Bx) would experience should he be created. Thus
(x) [Hx & (Bx v ~Bx)] → ~Bx
In assessing whether or not one can forego salvation within one's own Christian life, the
Calvinist could argue that since God does not create gratuitous incidences and seeks to
optimize the world then the outcome would probably entail that both a final believer and a
final unbeliever would be preferable to cause or allow some good result (y) over and above the
same result that would otherwise be the consequence of one believer who believes and then
loses his salvation. Both situations, one where two individuals are created in that one accepts
Christ and the other never does and where one person accepts Christ and then rejects Him
resulting in the expiration of his salvation, contain the same necessary cause for y. With this in
mind, both situations can be seen in
(x) [Hx & (Sx v ~Sx)] → y
Since both situations account for y and (Bx v ~Bx) → ~Bx, then we could see where both causes
of y promote an optimal number of believers. In the case where someone accepts Christ and
then rejects Him causing the loss of his salvation, there is no final believer in such a causal
matrix. In the situation where one believer and one unbeliever are created to furnish the
necessary conditions for y there is one final believer in the causal matrix. Since the creation of a
believer for some effect (y) is presumably better than creating an unbeliever for the same effect
then it seems preferable that God would actualize a possible world where believers cannot
depart from their own salvation.
I perceive some difficulties to this attempt at justifying eternal security with regard to those
conditions necessary for y. Someone could suggest:
5. (Hx & Sx) may not refer to just any believer but only those whose existenceis necessary to
yield y and, therefore, there may be another believer who does not cause y who loses his
salvation.
But this objection perhaps misses the point for it is true that only those x that cause y are
necessary, but out of all x there is a causal relation to y that is better served should x entail one
who is a final believer and another distinct person who is a final unbeliever. So 5 is true but
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only serves to narrow x to those whose properties of S and ~S that are necessary for y. Another
may add:
6. It may be true that y differs from every x and so the causal properties of S and ~S are
irrelevant.
This seems to revert back to an understanding about S and ~S that entails their gratuitous
existence. But as we have noted God creates and permits every event for some good reason.
The particular good reason produced by (Sx v ~Sx) is the result of the causal matrix under
consideration here. Still:
7. There is another causal matrix satisfying y so long as backsliding entails the equivalent
features of ~S so that (x) (Bx v ~Bx) → y leaving the existence of a person being a final
unbeliever under other circumstances intact.
This objection fairs no better since a final believer still results in the cause such as the one
promoted in the original argument. In the case where (Sx v ~Sx) represents one individual who
loses his salvation, no final believer is produced. Secondly, ~S must have unique factors that
differ from Bx such that Bx causes some other good result apart from y.
Now the Calvinist could rest‐assured in saying that if there is an optimal world for God
to create, then He just will create a world where believers never fall away. But the fatal errors
here are too serious to ignore for we have already acknowledged that (Sx & ¬Sx) is consistent of
both 3 and 4. So, the only derivation of this antecedent one can infer is that being saved and
being unsaved bring about some intended consequent y. Why should we assume that those
properties must belong to separate persons, or
(x)(Hx & (Sx1 & ¬Sx2))
since the argument only presumes the antecedent necessity of S and ¬S without any regard to
how many people those properties belong to? Secondly, the other fatal error is that the
Calvinist would be equivocating on what it means to be an “optimal world.” As previously
noted, an optimal world is one where there is on balance more good (whether quantitative or
qualitative) in it than evil. But optimal does not entail being the best possible. The Molinist
only means to assert the truth of the superlative in comparison that
God prefers that (x)[Wx & (B1, B2, B3 , … > ¬B1, ¬B2 , ¬B3, …)]
but from this we cannot derive
God prefers that (x)[Wx & (B1, B2, B3 , … ∞ > ¬B1, ¬B2 , ¬B3, … ∞)]
where ∞ refers to the termina on point of all possible worlds.
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In conclusion, it appears that one can hold to the doctrine of the Perseverance of the
Saints on logical grounds if and only if we do not overdetermine the conclusion, viz., that one
cannot lose his or her salvation as opposed to the equally consistent view suggested in
Molinism that one simply will not lose his or her salvation. Once a person has been gifted with
salvation then he or she shall retain it just in case the Bible affirms some form of eternal
security – whether the means of retention be extrinsic or intrinsic. In evaluating the causal
matrix necessary for the good reason produced by the existence of properties S and ~S, it might
seem more plausible that in the best possible world no one expires their salvation. But, since
we lack the reality of there being a best possible world and that we cannot overdetermine our
conclusion, the rug from underneath the Calvinist – who chooses to argue modally for eternal
security – has been yanked. The temptation in saying that God is omnibenevolent and,
consequently, we should believe and expect that God has actualized the best possible world for
us here seems ungrounded. Therefore, contrary to my original conclusion a decade and a half
ago, the classical doctrine of eternal security is not a better justified belief on purely modal
grounds.
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